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Being Early Childhood Special Education majors in this time and period, it is inevitable that we will use technology in our career. We're going to walk you through some beneficial forms of technology to integrate into the classroom.

Who uses these?
These examples are going to be able to be applied and used by both the educator and the students.
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What is Social Book marking?

Let's talk about it...
What is social bookmarking?
Are you familiar with the term ‘Pin it’? This comes from one of the most common social bookmarking sites, Pintrest.

In a nutshell social bookmarking is a way to save a website or a link in a system that can be opened from any computer, any device, anywhere and still have access to those same links with a simple log in.

How does this relate to our education?
Well when we move this onto a different platform, such as Symbaloo, we can have our students access it without worry of inappropriate content showing. We are saving individual resources directly to the students account to access. Each student has their own log in information and can begin to master the skill of organization and categorizing.

These are just two examples of social bookmarking but other commonly used include diigo.com, dzone, designfloat, and even Reddit.
This is an example of a category page using Symbaloo. Account users can create several category pages to match the content and keep organized.
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LMS’s

Learning Management Systems are softwares used to administrate, document, track, report, and deliver educational courses and materials.

D2L is an example.
**STUDENTS**

- Build management skills.
- Independence and Responsibility.
- At home learning.

**BOTH**

- Access from any web browser.
- Multiple forms of communication for users.
- Notifications and shared calendars.

**EDUCATORS**

- Upload all course information to one platform.
- Accountability of students engagement.
- Flexibility of instruction and course work.
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Overall,

21st century technology and learning should focus on the skills necessary to be successful in today's society. These skills focus on digital literacy, collaboration, critical thinking skills, and problem-solving.

Here are some examples.
E-Books

E-Books are an adapted form of literature that allow for students to share information, listen to text, and provides less bulk in students school materials.
Prezi

This presentation provides the user with the ability to add animation into presentations as well as live links, videos, and interactive resources.
Web Quests

Web Quests are presentations designed around a specific objective that take students through a creative process and quest to create an assignment or project.
TagClouds

TagClouds are a creative way to group together an array of common words from text, topics, and other forms of literature that can be designed into any shape or object.
Internet of Thing’s allows for the users to communicate, share, and receive information through any technology device with the ability the connect with each other.
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Cyber Bullying is **NOT** something to treat lightly. An estimate of 160,000 students stay home from school everyday due to the effects of cyber bullies.

This is a topic that should be discussed with students and resources should be provided for references and personal use.
• https://www.stopbullying.gov/

• https://www.safekids.com/bullying-cyberbullying-resources/

• https://www.pacer.org/bullying/resources/cyberbullying/
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